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Recruiting: We want you for ·" __ , _____ '' 
Nicole P~ilp Many people dream of attending world class universities with coaches in my future." 

Focus Editor db · b f · · hl · nT A bl f h · fi b h H 11 hl · an emg a mem er o prestigious at etlc programs. vve memora e part o t e recrUitment process or ot e gate at etes 
often think of these institutions as being vigorously pursued by eager young were the visits they went on to the schools re_cruiting them. "They take you 
people, working hard to earn the atten- out to nice dinners and to sporting events. Everyone is super friendly and is 
tion of specific schools through impres- doing what they can to make you feel at home," said Leach. "It's as impor-
sive applications and "self-selling." For tant that you like the team as it is that the team likes you, so everyone is at 
some select few, however, their hard their best," Tinkle added. Probably because athletes get "pampered," if you 
work and dedication in an aspect of will, while on their visits, and because recruits don't have to apply to college 
their life, whether it be academics, ath- in the same way as the average person, people often complain that recruited 
letics, or even music and art, makes the athletes "have it easy." Leach strongly rejects this misconception. "It's not 
process of getting into college almost as glamorous as people might think. You have to work hard for it; it's not all 
the inverse: recruitment. Instead of a given to you." 
student attempting to sell themselves Students are also often recruited because of their academic success in 
to a school, the school is selling itself high school. However, this type of recruiting is slightly different than athlet-
to the student. Athletic recruitment is ic. Most often, schools with interest in a student will attempt communication 
arguably the most extreme form of this. by way of email, whereas athletes often receive direct phone calls and much 

Senior Tres Tinkle has been recruit- more personal interaction. Athletes will be watched and evaluated throughout 
ed to play basketball throughout his Tres Tinkle dunks during a their entire high school career, whereas an academic will most likely only 
entire high school career. He experi- game against Sentinel (Photo hear from interested schools after they recieve promising scores on their 
enced heavy recruiment his junior and courtesy of Tres Tinkle) standardized tests junior and senior year. Academic recruitment is probably 
senior year from Notre Dame, Univer- less aggressive because there are many academic prospects that a school may 
sity of California Berkeley, Stanford, USC, and Creighton University before be interested in. They can't invest in recruiting a student the same way that 
making his decision to sign with Oregon State University after his father, an athletic department would a basketball player or swimmer. 
Wayne Tinkle, accepted a job there as head men's basketball coach this year. Whether it be academic or athletic, recruitment is an important process 
Tres will be attending Oregon State on a full ride basketball scholarship. that colleges go through in order to ensure that the top high school prospects 
"The recruiting process was really cool," said Tinkle. "It was fun talking to not only know about their school, but know that they have been singled out 
and meeting new people, and I really enjoyed forming new relationships. The as someone who's hard work, talent, and special abilities would be recog-
schools basically do everything in their power to form a good relationship nized and celebrated if they were to become a member of that college's 
with you and sell their school to you." community. 

Hanni Leach, also a senior this year, experienced recruitment as a swim
mer. Pursued by Tennessee, USC, North Carolina State, Florida, and Univer
sity of Arizona, Leach eventually made her decision to sign with University 
of Southern California, noting "they have everything there that will allow me 
to reach my fullest potential." Leach, like Tinkle, felt that the recruiting pro
cess was a very fun and rewarding one, but also found it to be quite stress
ful. "I felt pressured to commit to a certain scholarship within a certain time 
limit. There was another back-stroketwho was going to take my scholarship · 
even though I was offered it first just because she was able to finish her visits 
before me: That's just the way swimming recruitment works." 

Both Leach and Tinkle agree that the recruiting process isn't as glamor
ous in every aspect as people may think. "It's just verbal applications," said 
Tinkle, "It's hard because they are examining you constantly; you're judged 
based off everything you do and say throughout all of high school instead 
of being judged off of one solidified and edited application. There were 
definitely times where my parents asked me to rethink certain things that I 
posted on social media because of how it may affect a potential opportunity 

Hanni Leach competing in a freestyle rC:Ice (Photo courtesy 
of Hanni Leach) 
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